AN BANG
BEACH
Located four kilometers east of the postcard
pretty, Hoi An City. On the sunny central coast
of Vietnam

The beaches of central Vietnam are
spread far and wide. They connect the
vibrant Da Nang City to the imperial
capital, Hue in the north and the
atmospheric World Heritage-listed Hoi
An, in the south. Cooler tea plantations
and the ancient, sacred My Son Temples
lie to the west.. Beautiful as they are, Let
me tell you about An Bang.

Like Bali, but without the crowds. An Bang is

spangled with exquisitely designed luxury

villas, charming homestays and amazing

beach restaurants - yet somehow retains its

rural beach village vibe. Now that the secret

is out, An Bang is changing so fast and it's

difficult to keep up. So, why not slip into

some pyjamas, and let COAST VIETNAM

illuminate your path

What to Expect
Village Life
Life in the village starts early, get over it sunrise is the most beautiful time of the
day and you can always siesta. Weddings,
funerals and community meetings ride on
the back of a techno soundtrack. They can
happen anytime during daylight hours; go
out. Cocks crow at dawn, dusk and every
hour between; bring ear plugs. Karaoke is
a permanent problem - but theft isn't. The
village sleeps at 7pm, and the beach party
will go on as long as you do.

Hotel, Motel, Holiday Inn?
The clock is ticking, but for now there are still
no resorts in An Bang village. There are however
a few small hotels, plenty of homestays, villas
and AirBnb rentals. Aria Boutique, Life Beach
Villa, Banyan Ocean Villa, Vina Beach and Chi
Villa have pools. Prices for a decent homestay
hover around $40, with private villas priced at
around $50 for something small and basic,
to over $300 for a rock star worthy threebedroom pad with private butler and chef on
call.
The best search tool for accommodation is
AirBnb, however you'll get the cheapest prices
when booking direct.
High season at the beach runs from Mar-Sept,
the complete opposite of the old town. That is
changing now that the beach is better known
and accommodation improved. The best places
book up fast, but due to the sheer volume of
available rooms, last minute bookings are easy
to come by.

Winter at the beach
Oct to March
When it's grey in the city, An Bang's crazy
little microclimate often showers us in
sunshine (especially on season cusps). The
sea too wild for swimming becomes a
secret spot for surfers, the beach for wildly
romantic walks. Businesses stay open, but
with most tourists heading to our flooded
city, the village ambience is restored, life
becomes slower, more sociable and
relaxed. Bring your brolly, Dolly!
Typhoons - Hang on to your hat, Pat
The risk of a typhoon is slim but that's not
to say we don't get any. Fortunately, Hoi
An's powers that be keep a close eye on
the weather systems and act accordingly
(meaning we don't have to). Should one
threaten our shores, you'll be whisked
away to safety in plenty of time.
End of September through to christmas.

Annoyances
During extreme weather (and other
random times) the village can experience
power loss. Most accommodation owners
and some restaurants and bars will have a
back-up generator, but other smaller
businesses will not. To be safe, take a
torch if you are planning on walking home
at night or if caught unprepared, take a
taxi - the roads without street lights are
dark
Flooding
The beach roads never used to flood (and
accommodation certainly does not), but
due to the huge increase in concrete
development you'll likely find yourself
ankle-deep in laneways and at the beach
cross-roads after a 'big rain'. Nonexistent
drainage means these giant puddles have
been known to hang around for days bring mosquito repellant

You've Changed!
2017
During the summer of 2017, An Bang
spread it's wings and exploded - and on
and on it goes. Beach restaurants have
sprung up either side of the original strip.
La Plage that used to take the corner plot
to the right, is now flanked by ten new
restaurants. Dolphin and Soul Beach are
standouts. Jetski, parasailing and tube
hawkers have descended in force pimping
over-priced and quite frankly, dangerous
water sport options to beach-goers.

Beachside Boutique: Tan Thanh Beach

Construction, resorts, Airbnb..
The coastal construction has started on the
northern end of the village, and the skyline has
changed forever with distant concrete high rises
in their final stages of construction. Turn left at
the beach crossroads and you'll find more new
home stays, villas and AirBnb rentals in a square
mile than Manhattan. To service those, the
beach stretch north is set to grow ten-fold over
the winter. Watch this space!
The good news for An Bang is that the added
competition has improved service and quality in
all our favourite places listed, for others; not so
much.
The place to watch now is Tan Thanh, a quieter
beach a kilometre to the south known locally as
the American block. New additions include The
Salt Pub a colonial style two-storey sports
bar/resto overlooking the beach and the
Beachside Boutique, a colourful 17-room hotel
with sassy suites, family accommodation and the
only pool in that particular village and the
beautiful Lighthouse, a family villa that sleeps
10.

Low-key Luxe

Late Entry!
In the heart of the village, a 100 meter frolic from the beach sits a colourful three bedroom
beach house - the saucepot sister of countryside stunner, Heron House (Coast's biggest Hoi An
villa crush). A late, but oh, so worthy contender for our top An Bang beach flops.
Inside there are loads of funky flourishes, sleek furnishings, mood lighting and a vast viewfacing bed (or three), and should three bedrooms seem a little excessive (it's not)! The house
also converts into two private beach residences, both with kitchenette and private sundeck.
We love them both, but if we were made to choose just one; it would be the one bedroomed
first floor villa for it's freestanding tub for two – the centrepiece of a brazenly beautiful
bathroom. For more info click here and here!

An Bang's Best Villas
Villas
An Bang Boutique Houses & Villas has the
monopoly on private village rentals (and a
larger, 17 room boutique hotel with pool
down the lane at the quieter Tan Thanh
beach). Properties are competitively priced
(they don't shy away from discounting
longer stays), high quality, modern and
vibrantly furnished; with a focus on
vacationing family groups.
For near as dammit beach frontage, An
Bang Hideaway consists of three small

Co Chin House

converted fisher houses that reside upon
the less developed northern end of the
beach and were subject to a well deserved
spruce up at the end of the summer
2017. Hoi An Beach Rental's two luxury
properties, Annam and Cochin House share
a vast tropical garden a short stroll from
the beach. The largest of the two, the
colonial style, three bedroomed Annam
house sleeps six, while the characterful
antique wooden and yin yang tiled Cochin,
sleeps four. The houses can be booked
separately, but for large families or
vacationing friends, they offer the perfect
balance of privacy and communal outdoor
space.
Honourable Mentions
An Bang Beach Bungalows wins AirBnb's
award for best host annually, the houses are
great for young families; Beachside
Boutique, for its adaptable price line for
varying sized groups. For quirky design,
Tonkin Bungalow, an airy, stilted wooden
house loaded with character takes the
prize.

Top Luxe Private Pad:
The privacy of your own place, plus the service of a luxury hotel. This white n’ bright chic pied-à-terre,
melds the best of both. Three beachy bedrooms rep a simple blue and white palette, with custom
furnishings and wide windows overlooking the pool. You get your own kitchen, a lofty rooftop terrace
and all the home comforts a luxury buff could dream of, plus your very own personal assistant to
tailor-plan your jaunts around town, make dinner reservations or if you'd rather stay home, your own
private chef on call

An Bang's Best Boutique B&Bs
Home stay, B&B, guest house - in An Bang these three differing titles mean exactly the same thing; a small
family run guest house

Tan Thanh Garden Homestay Yes, the rooms
are in need of a spruce up however, Tan
Thanh's quiet beach front location, gorgeous
tropical gardens and lovely owners easily
elevate this five room guest house to our
top recommendation in the village. As the
crow flies, Tan Thanh is about a kilometer
from the main beach bars and restaurants,
though there are some very special places
on your doorstep including; The Sound of
Silence Cafe, Manh's Seafood joint and a
great local street barbeque
Best Pool: If size matters (and it should,
smaller pools get bath-tub hot during the
summer months) Beachside Boutique wins
hands down. The whole package is good too
- expect large, beautiful rooms packed
with character, some of the fanciest
bathrooms in the village, a beautiful

beachside restaurant/bar (the Salt Pub) and
staff that will go the extra mile. They are also
not shy of offering discounts and room
upgrades during low season
Red Flower Cottage Home Stay located in a
quiet area a two-minute stroll from the beach,
offers five gorgeous beach bungalows with
bathrooms big enough to get lost in. The real
stand out however, is the shared open kitchen
where guests with an interest are invited to try
their hand at cooking some local dishes
Honourable Mention
Owned and managed by Tan (former partner in
An Bang Seaside Village) An Bang Flower
House is a real find for vacationers with young
families. Despite becoming a Mum herself last
year, Tan continues her community work,
supporting hard-up local families and runs a
small drop-in school for the village kids

A Room With a View: Tan
Thanh Garden Home Stay

In the Know
Etiquette
Several years ago, An Bang was still a
sleepy fishing village with very few
tourists. The villagers are conservative
and find partial nudity offensive. Swim
shorts and bikinis are fine for the beach;
get your baps out or let fluffy out of his
cage and you are breaking the law.
Finally, no matter how honed your six
pack - keep it covered unless your feet
are touching the sand
Tipping
Similar to the above, flashing your cash
will not earn you much respect in the
village and at no point is tipping
expected. Think of it more as a nice
reward for good service. Use the price of
a local meal as a benchmark. 20,000d
will buy lunch - a generous reward for a
taxi driver shuttling you about town

Parking & Sunlounger Tax
Maybe it's the heat, or the relentless
hounding of 'You! Parf here!', but we've
seen more standoffs between tourists and
locals over a sun lounger or parking fee
than we've had coconuts. If you'd rather
be eaten alive by sand flies and have your
bike stolen than pay 5,000d to park (or the
price of a drink for a lounger and
umbrella); you should be considering
somewhere other than Asia for your hols
Supplies
An Bang market is one of the best in Hoi
An, it starts at dawn and is over by 8am.
Out of season produce and seafood can be
expensive. If you are staying in a villa,
staff will shop for you. Treat yourself, it's
far cheaper than going yourself. For hard
liquor and wine, Blu Mart. for baked
goods, 7 Sons Bakery - both located at the
beach entrance

Lazy Ladies Market:
Though it's difficult to imagine, every so often our An Bang neighbours sleep past dawn and miss their chance
at the market. Noticing this sluttish sleep pattern worsen, An Bang entrepreneur, Van cashed in and opened the
nearest thing the village has to a supermarket (her front room). Here you can buy everything from fresh produce
to the spirits and wine they accompany so well; alongside daily staples, toiletries and pretty much everything
you could possibly need to survive.
From the An Bang intersection, turn left on the beach road (about 20 meters). Van's is the first store on the lefthand side next door to the tin shack barber (hot toc). Daily, from 8am-9pm

Beach Hawkers
For a local, this is not the job you
aspire to; it's a means to make a living
when you have nothing else. Heavily
censored English language
newspapers are 40,000d, Quails eggs
and peanuts, 10,000d, 'Raybands'
60,000d, and jewellery, chopsticks and
vegetable peelers whatever you are
happy to pay. If you don't want
anything, don't engage them, wave
your hand in a downwards motion and
they will move on

Dining
Breakfast
The most important meal of the day and
yet most guest houses address this with
a gum splintering banh mi and fruit
plate - hardly enough to sustain you till
lunch. One option is to go local (early
risers only, these places are long gone
by 8am) and head to the market for pho,
mi quang or chao; a glutinous rice soup.
A more relaxed option is the upscale
Deck House a beachside fine dining
venue offering healthful juices, java
jolts and a light breakfast menu
Seafood
The best on the beach can be found in
the summer months from April to
September, when An Bang's finest chefs
set up smokey barbeques on a colourful
tapestry of reed mats in the sand. Try
fish in banana leaf, grilled squid, and
hen (baby clams in lemongrass and chilli
served with crisp rice crackers)

Seafood Serving Restaurants
If you prefer your catch of the day from a
cabana, Lien Ca (next door to Luna) offers
some of the best and you can choose from
the live aquarium so you know that it's
fresh. Soul Kitchen do a good sashimi,
Luna; a delicious seafood pasta (or pizza).
The H'mong Sisters chef takes the best
local seafood and fuses it with
Mediterranean magic (they also serve the
best Tomahawk steak in Hoi An), on par
with The Deck House for price.
Off beach, The Seashell by NU Eatery is so
special (and affordable) that it's almost
impossible to walk past without popping
in; the catfish wraps and the shrimp and
grilled rice Na Gori bombs are stand outs.
For diehard romantics, An Bang Beach
Village Restaurant will set up a seafood
barbecue and table for two on the beach
(you can even cook it yourself, but where's
the romance in that)

Go Loco - Beach Food
April to September
On the weekend and throughout the
summer as the sun slips from the sky,
huge crowds descend upon An Bang
beach to escape the stifling heat of the
old town. The beach becomes a
patchwork quilt of colourful picnic mats
and the shallows a soup of frolicking
families. At the same time in the parking
lot, the air is filled with the scent of
sticky street meat and just fried coconut
fritters, as a small collection of ad hoc
kitchens fire up behind dinky market
stands.
Beach Food
Hen xuc (photograph) - baby clams with
chillies, spring onions and shallots served
with crispy rice crackers and a side order
of Quang Nam chilli jam, are obscenely
delicious and just 20,000d a bowl. You’ll
find several vendors serving these from
small stockpots resting on charcoal bricks
in the sand

A great beer snack is dried smoked squid
or crispy sesame rice crackers. For mains
there's the freshest sea fish marinated in
lemongrass, chilli and ginger then smoked
in a banana leaf (fresh squid is also an
option, though it's often more expensive).
Accompanying drinks, like beer of sugary
sodas are served warm - add ice or if you
prefer, order from one of the beach bars.

Go Loco - Street Food
Breakfast
From the tiny stools set up behind the
produce section of the local market,
neighbourhood grandmas and aunties
share their personal versions of soups,
snacks, and many other cherished local
dishes with their community. This is the
best place to try mi quang (image two)
(pork, shrimp, quails egg and flat
noodles), An Bang's version of the iconic
banh mi (like Bourdain's much loved Banh
Mi Phuong in Hoi An, only better) - look
for the stall at the market entrance with
the long queue and banh beo (image
one). To the left of the market is a pop-up
pho shop trading a tropical version of the
classic where northern spices are
swapped with chilli, young mango and
cilantro. For An Bang bun bo (beef noodle
soup with a chilli, lemongrass stock) try
hitting the shack to the right of the beach
traffic lights before 8:30am

Late Afternoon Sweet Treats
Opposite the ad-hoc petrol/banh mi stall on
the left of the beach crossroads, An Bang's
finest che is served from 3pm (a sweet black
bean dessert soup). Tau hu nuoc duong, a
silken tofu in a light ginger syrup (similar to
creme caramel) and banh mi sua -sweet
bread buns (image three) are hawked from
the back of motorbikes cruising the beach
strip - listen out for the old fashioned singsong speakers and flag them down.

Fun and sunshine, that's not always

enough for everyone George...

You’ve done plenty of gazing at the

waves, now it’s time to get out there

and burn off some of those cocktails

Activities
Sea Safety
An Bang's coastal waters are home to
strong riptides and in the warmer summer
months of July and August it can feel like
swimming in a jellyfish soup (rarely
stingers, but it's worth being vigilant).
Lifeguards man the beach during peak
season, but in the sunset hours when
every man, woman and dog descend it's
near on impossible for them to see if you
are in trouble
Yoga
Beach yoga has taken An Bang by storm.
Fortunately for those who find the sight
of it puts them off their cocktails, most
classes happen at sunrise. The most
popular classes are run by Nomad Yoga
at 7am daily from the grassy bank of
Luna. If that's not your thing, dance it
off at Soul Kitchen any given evening to
live music and DJ's

Family Fun
2017 see's the introduction of the jet
ski, banana boat and parasail, but we'd
suggest that if you plan to take your
kids home with you after your holiday,
you might want to consider something a
bit safer. Still, there's plenty to do if you
use your imagination, but if you'd rather
not; here's a clickable link to one we
made earlier
Or if it's raining, use this link

Cocktail Hour
From dapper beachfront decks to lush garden grazers, An Bang is blessed with a bevvy of top
outdoor bars. Have are our faves – ready, set, alfres-go!
The Deck House
popular but roomy, fun and
This deck-situ’d desti with lush tropical
unpretentious, bohemian beach bar
foliage, wows with beachside perches
Off Beach
and a spectacular rooftop deck wrapped
Between the beaches and village
in wham-bam views of An Bang's island
laneways, there’s not a civilised cocktail
speckled bay. Add some ambient
bar in sight; it's more Cheer's with cold
background music (including the
beers, but if you're sunburned, sated and
occasional guest DJ on summer
sick of sand you'll find a bevvy of solid
weekends), a drinks list that spans coldoptions huddled around the main road
pressed juices, craft draft beers, wine
near the market. For pool tournaments,
and classic beach cocktails for an
local gossip and holiday tips; the barfly
exquisite open-air experience
barbeque joint, K'tu makes for a relaxed
Soul Kitchen
evening. Nearby Felina Cantina attracts
Imagine a bar where you spend lunch
a younger, backpacker crowd
time bathing on the sands and drinking
with cheap hooch shots, experimental
pina coladas, winter afternoons curled
cocktails and delicious Mexican
up in a cozy corner with a book and the
nibbles, while early closer The Seashell
evenings listening to live music with an
by Nu Eatery provides the romantic
idyllic island backdrop; that's Soul
backdrop to a bottle of wine
Kitchen, a chilled out, but lively,

Directory: Bars, Restaurants
7 Sons Bakery
Beach entrance, right
+84 90 519 93 82
Blu Mart
Beach entrance, Left
+84 12 225 76 270
The Deck House
Beachfront, far left
+84 96 661 1383
Driftwood Pizza
Beach alley opp, market
+84 96 772 23 60
H'Mong Sisters
Beachfront, Left
+84 91 485 23 66
K'tu
Beach Rd, Left
+84 918 94 52 22
Felina Cantina
Beach Rd, Left
+84 90 579 44 85

Juice House
Beach crossroads, Right
+84 96 139 48 18
La Plage
Beachfront, far right
+84 126 425 9714
Lien Ca Seafood
Beachfront, Left
+84 90 547 83 21
Salt Pub
Tan Thanh beach,
saltpubhoian.com
The Seashell
Beach Rd, Nr Market
+84 129 519 0190
Soul Kitchen
Beachfront, left
+84 90 644 03 20
Sound of Silence
Tan Thanh, beachside
+84 90 644 03 20

ATM
Traffic lights, Left
Emergencies
For scrapes, bumps and bad bellies, the
pharmacy opposite the market laneway
entrance is well stocked with basic
medical supplies.
Doctors
Family Medical Practice
96-98 Nguyen Van Linh Street,
Da Nang
+84 236 3582 699
+84 913 917 303 (24 Hours)

The Coast Vietnam Story
We washed up on the beach of An Bang in 2010, rented a pigsty and built a house. We own the
publishing company Coast Vietnam and produce a free, monthly travel guide (you can find it in the
fancy hotels, at the airport and in all the great bars and restaurants in the old town, or just click
on the balloon to read it online). We hope with this small guide to our village, that you'll learn to
love An Bang, just as much as we do!

